
IL-80 ATEX LED

USER  
INSTRUCTIONS

Manufacturer: ATEXOR OY
P.O.Box 89, FIN-60101 SEINÄJOKI
Tel: +358-207 343 250
Internet: www.atexor.com

The Finnish MICA series rechargeable lamps are efficient and reliable tools.
To get the best benefit from your lamp, read these user instructions before using the product. Use of 
the Mica product must be controlled and accepted by the operator. Personnel using the Mica product 
must be authorised by the operator or a designated representative. The operator is responsible for 
the correct use and maintenance of the product. Repair of the Mica product must be carried out by a 
competent party that is authorised by the manufacturer.

CLASSIFICATION:
Make sure that the classification of the lamp matches the zone classification of the area before using 
the lamp!

BEFORE USE:
The lamp must be charged before use. The battery of the lamp reaches its full capacity after 
approximately ten recharge and discharge cycles. Recharging must be done using a compatible MICA 
charger that must be installed outside the explosion hazard area. Recharge time from empty battery to 
full is approximately 6 hours. We recommend storing the lamp in its charging holder at all times. Also 
read the manual of the charger.



OPERATION: 
The lamp has a three-way operating switch (partial power/full power/OFF).
Note! In the IL-80 ATEX LED EM safety lamp model, the order is: full power/partial power/OFF.

The operating time depends on the lighting power selected. When approximately 1–2 hours of operating 
time is remaining (depending on the temperature and the condition of the battery), the lamp starts to blink 
approximately every 15 seconds. When the battery is running low, the control electronics switch off the lamp 
automatically well in time before there is any danger of deep discharge. In special circumstances, the lamp can 
be switched back on after the battery is empty to get light for a short while. This should be avoided, however, 
as it shortens the life of the battery.

If the lamp is only used briefly between recharge cycles, it is recommended that the battery be let run empty 
by keeping the lamp on after every ten uses, for example.

Safety light operation (EM):
The IL-80 ATEX LED EM also has a safety lamp function: When kept in the charger stand, the lamp is continu-
ously in standby mode and the LED light glows dimly. The lamp switches to full power when mains voltage is 
not available.

MAINTENANCE:
The user may replace components which areavailable as spare parts. Repairing, amending and adjusting the 
electronics card is absolutely forbidden!

The operating time of the lamp shortens as the battery ages. If the overall operating time is so short after 
recharging that it disrupts the use of the lamp, the battery must be replaced. Only spare batteries supplied by 
the manufacturer may be used for the lamp.

The lamp must be disassembled at least partially for all maintenance operations. To disassemble the lamp, 
follow these instructions:
1: Turn the closing ring open and remove the glass lens. Turn the closing ring of the LED lamp until it opens 
and remove the bulb using a clean cloth. Screw the support sleeve open using a wide straight screwdriver and 
remove the reflector.
2: The LED bulb and the reflector must be handled with care as impurities reduce the luminosity. If the reflector 
or the LED bulb become dirty, they must be cleaned using a solvent.
3: Remove the exterior screws of the charging contacts and detach the charging contacts to remove the carrier 
unit from the enclosure. If the carrier unit is tight, knock the lamp lightly against the edge of the table.
Pull the carrier unit halfway out of the enclosure and remove the operating switch connector (yellow wires). Pull 
the carrier unit completely out of the enclosure.
4: Removal of the switch: Start by opening the four screws of the cover plate. Remove the coupler cover plate 
and rubber cover. Then remove the coupler from the inside of the enclosure. NOTE! Also check that the rubber 
cover is unbroken.
Note during assembly: Assemble the lamp in reverse order.
1: The closing ring of the LED lamp should be tightened well.
2: Tighten the closing ring well so that the arrow in the enclo-
sure points to the mark in the closing ring.
(if necessary, you can lubricate the threads with mineral oil, 
for example). See “Pic 1”.
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Resetting the short-circuit protection:
After the LED bulb has been replaced, it may be necessary to reset the short-circuit protection of 
electronics by keeping the lamp in the charger stand for a while. Resetting should also be done when 
larger components have been replaced.

Note that the EX classification of the MICA IL-80 ATEX LED lamp requires that only original MICA 
spare parts are used with the lamp. The L200Ex bulb of the MICA IL-80 ATEX LED lamp may not 
be replaced with other bulbs. You can influence the shape of the light beam by selecting a narrow or 
medium-width reflector.

NOTE! Always indicate the type and serial number of the lamp/charger when ordering spare parts!

MICA IL-80 ATEX LED SPARE PART NUMBERS:
1  M02912_X  IL-80 LED battery pack
2  M03464_X  IL-80 electronics unit (circuit board, carrier unit)
 M03463_X  IL-80 EM electronics unit (circuit board, carrier unit)
   Note: When replacing electronic units,  
   the old unit must be returned to the manufacturer!
3  M00957  Charger contact unit (ILC4)
4  M03356  IL-80 ATEX LED lamp switch
5  M00419 IL switch rubber cover
6  MH0303_1  IL Ex switch cover plate unit
7  MH0307_1  IL reflector, narrow
8  MH0304_1  L200Ex LED bulb unit
9  M00945  O ring
10  M01297_X  IL glass lens
11  M0104_4  IL-80 ATEX LED closing ring
 70706   IL-80 ATEX strap

OPERATING TIMES:
Partial power: 21 h
Full power: 10 h 30 min
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MICA IL-80 ATEX LED
Classification  II 2G Ex eib op is IIC T4 Gb
 II 2D Ex tb IIIC T135°C Db
IP rating: IP67
Certificate:  VTT 12 ATEX 004X Issue 1
Lamp designed and manufactured according to the European standards  
EN 60079-0, EN 60079-7, EN 60079-11, EN 60079-28 and EN 60079-31.

MICA IL-80 ATEX LED SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS: 
Before using the lamp:

- Cleaning and other preparations must always be carried out before moving to the explosion hazard 
area.
- The charger must be installed outside the explosion hazard area. Recharging the lamp in the explosion 
hazard area is not allowed.

Using the lamp:
- Check that the classification of the explosion hazard area matches the classification of the lamp. Do 
not use the lamp in areas where it is not intended to be used!
- The lamp may not be opened in the explosion hazard area.
- If the lamp malfunctions, leave the explosion hazard area.
- If the machine plate cannot be read or is missing, the lamp may not be used in the explosion hazard 
area.
- No labels or other additional parts may be attached to the lamp.

Maintenance of the lamp:
- Only a technician with electrical qualifications may carry out maintenance on the lamp.
- Maintenance is carried out outside the explosion hazard area.
- Only original MICA spare parts may be used.

TECHNICAL DATA:
Battery NiMH 6V
Glass lens 110.5 x 5 mm
Reflector  narrow or medium width
Operating temperature –20°C...+40°C
Ingress protection IP-67
Weight 1.1 kg
Light source MICA L200Ex LED
Compatible charger: MICA ILC4 series chargers

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF GUARANTEE:
A two-year guarantee from the purchase date is granted for the MICA IL-80 lamp, covering any manu-
facturing and material defects according to generally applicable terms and conditions of guarantee.
Please note that the guarantee period for the battery is one year. The guarantee becomes void if the 
adjustment values of the electronics components have been changed or if any components have been 
harmed in any other way. For maintenance repair, please send the lamp and the charger stand as well 
as the purchase receipt with the product. Note! A new MICA lamp/battery must be taken into use or 
recharged within three (3) months of manufacture.

© 09-2013 ATEXOR OY
We reserve the right to make changes to these 
user instructions without advance notice.
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